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National Treasure 3 stars WC seniors reclaiming their diplomas
After two breathtaking, rollicking
adventures with Nicolas Cage, the
plot of “National Treasure 3” was announced. This time they’re not stealing the Declaration of Independence.
Instead, Washington College seniors of the class of 2020 are reclaiming their diplomas.
The new summer blockbuster is
expected to have a budget of some
$80,000,000 and feature an elite
group of seniors, running off of coffee, rage, and anxiety, as they seek to
validate their completed transcripts.
“I did not spend thousands of dollars to attend a school that is keeping
a piece of paper that belongs to me
hostage,” senior and class president
Nick Gentry said.
Led by the legendary Cage as their
symbolic mentor who teaches them
all he knows about stealing important
documents before inevitably dying in
their darkest moment, the team discovers the true value of friendship and
a liberal arts degree.
The team will question everything:
if this is the best way to end their senior years, if they are brave enough
to even enter, let alone scale Bunting
Hall, and if their math degree can really help them calculate a covert heist?
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By Student Alarmist and Redacted
Public & Relations Editors

According to the team of students, the
original plan to sneak into Bunting Hall
involved taking the room off of the
building and dropping in from wires like
in the "Mission Impossible" series. This
plan was ultimately vetoed by movie executives, who did not want to spend the
money on a crane for the wires, de-roofing the building, and hiring stunt doubles
After learning their graduation was
postponed until October, the group of
ragtag students decide they want to
live their college lives to the fullest.
Students put down their pens and

pick up their pullies as they grapple
into action, hoping this creative utilization of their skills will look great on
their resumes.
The team consists of four students,
covering all the liberal arts bases.
Computer Science major Cory
Psychs hooks his friends up with the
latest technology while Skyping in to
give them directions through the most
tenuous sections of the administrative
building.
Marissa Holt, a history major, formulates their master plan based on
300-year-old newspapers written in
Gothic font.
They’re accompanied by Business
major Rebecca Mathews and English
major Jacob Jett.
Mathews provides the muscle
through her years as a collegiate basketball player, and Jett finds the exact
rhetorical methods needed to motivate through their English 101 course
and always lets the team know what to
unpack.
Their adventures include incredible
action scenes like a low-speed chase in
a SafeRide van as they evade elite security and avoid parking too close to a
liquor provider, lest they alert anyone
to their location.
The team also uses the secret heroes of WC, their service dogs, as the
crew sniffs out the location of their

diplomas.
Reportedly, the diplomas are being
stored in the kitchen, where a mecha
George Washington awaits challengers and guards the two most precious
objects in the building — the diplomas and the coffee.
According to early-viewers, the
movie ends with an epic kaiju battle
between mecha-Washington and a
sentient Keurig machine that formed
a bond with the students over their
years of caffeine consumption, overseen by the intrepid college team from
the sidelines.
But even then, the students have
yet to reach the climax of the film.
Tensions rise even higher when Cage,
fulfilling his role as mentor, alleviates
the Keurig of its battle, saving its life
but inevitably sacrificing his own as
he downs mecha-Washington with an
impeccable roundhouse kick to the
head, knocking Washington’s hamburger power-source from his hat.
When their mentor falls, the students face their most dangerous challenge yet, the looming, goose-like silhouette telling them to wait patiently
until October to receive their diplomas. The students begrudgingly agree
and all go out to Cafe Sado in a last
meal before departing campus, biding
their days until October.

Freshman who goes home every weekend not sure what the big deal is
By redacted
Relations Editor
Freshman Samantha Mathers was reportedly shocked to learn other students were disappointed about remaining home after Washington College decided to close
the campus in order to help prevent the spread of COVID-19.
“I just don’t get it,” Mathers said. “Why would anyone want to be on campus when they can go home and have their mom do their laundry? There’s nothing to do
at the College.”
Mathers came to WC last fall and proudly said that she has not spent a full weekend on campus since orientation.
“It’s just so much easier to work from home,” Mathers said. “I can play Xbox without some annoying roommate bugging me to go outside and see the sunlight or
talk to people all the time.”
Campus life is important to many students who were disappointed to learn they would not be returning for the semester. Seniors especially were upset that they
could not spend time with their friends before graduation.
“I understand why social distancing is important, it’s just sad that I’ll only be able to say goodbye to the people who have been such a major part of my life for the
past four years over the phone,” senior Cora Teen said.
Other students were sad to leave campus just as the flora began to bloom, leaving behind their favorite study and recreational spots.
Still others expressed disappointment over losing their on-campus housing, because living away from home offers an opportunity to be self-sufficient and responsible for themselves.
“Why would they want to do that,” Mathers asked, alarmed.
Mathers is the self-proclaimed queen of self-isolation, citing Disney’s Elsa as her main inspiration during these times.
“She’s a queen, you know. Absolute goals. Just shut yourself in your room away from your problems and belt out the window until everyone that’s asking you to
come help cook dinner or clean something just goes away,” Mathers said. “I guess I do miss campus a little because I normally just went back to school whenever my
parents would start asking me to do stuff.”
Mathers proudly showed off what she deemed her “Sick Stick” over the video call.
“But this whole self-isolation thing is way easier now since I can just walk around with a six-foot stick and bat people away when they ask me to do chores. You
know, in the name of social distancing and stuff.”
When asked how she copes with social isolation, Mathers said that besides not wanting to do chores, she relies on her family and believes that other students
should do the same.
“Maybe they need to just foster healthy and loving relationships with their families, so they don’t feel isolated and emotionally cut off when not on campus,” Mathers said. “Or just don’t make friends at school, that works too.”
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By Student Alarmist and Redacted
Public & Relations Editor
The Elm editorial staff rejoiced on Sunday
when a local priest officially exorcised the
spirits of all Adobe software from the computers located in the Sears Publication House.
The editors of Elm use the Adobe products InDesign and Photoshop to create their
weekly publication.
After hours and weeks and years of toil
over the desktop applications, they celebrated
their freedom when a local priest alleviated
the house of its evil.
“They never even called for help,” Father
Damien Karras said. “There was just this
demonic energy radiating from the house.
I heard their souls’ cries for salvation and
the eternal heaviness of their spirits being
drained.”
Father Karras described seeing the haunted
house as “the worst case he’s ever seen.”
“These spirits are malicious. Not only have
they been residing in the computers for an
undetermined time, their infection has spread
beyond just the programs to the hearts of the
computers, preventing them from even turning on,” Father Karras said.
Since this February, the editors have stayed
in the publications house until the late hours
of the night, yelling and swearing trying to do
their jobs.
According to Father Karras, the emotional
turmoil of yelling and staying late only put the
editors at a greater risk with the spirits, to the
point of possession.
When he entered the house, the editors
were seen sitting around the table in the dark,
eating Milano’s pizza in a zombie-like state,
while two members huddled around a single
desktop, their faces alighted with the eerie
blue of computer screens and feverishly working on layout.
There was no life in their eyes, according
to Father Karras.
The two editors were pending-graduate
Cassy Sottile and junior by credits Erica Quinones, the publication’s news editors. Both
Sottile and Quinones have experienced the
effects of the demon since August.
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Priest exorcises Adobe from The Elm office computers

The computers in the Sears Publications Office were originaly slated to be replaced, as OIT
was unable to determine what was wrong with them. The exorcism of the spirits came just
in time.
According to both parties, Sottile is prone
to giving the desktops “angry pep talks” comparing them to Leapfrog products while Quinones has broken into long rants about the
World War I-era German Kaiser Wilhelm II
while T-posing on chairs.
Despite being known as the pair’s “brain
cell,” the pep talks seemed nonsensical, that is
until the desktop responded, according to the
editors.
On Valentine's Day, Sottile and Quinones
were attempting to connect to the internet
when the lights in the house went out.
The possession began when the desktop
screen flashed in a blue blur, depicting an image of Sonic the Hedgehog from the 2020 live
action film.
From their computer screen, a voice drifted to them, saying “gotta go fast.”
Sottile was suddenly filled with a weird
amount of Sonic knowledge, including the full
lyrics to both the “Sonic X” and “Sonic Underground” opening themes.
That was the start of their [Sonic] mania.
After an hour, the lights turned back on,
reverting Sottile and Quinones back to normal.
The two editors ran out of the building to

sit in Sottile’s car, Merlin, for safety, calling
their fellow editors to meet them at the Sears
Publication House to “Buzzfeed Unsolved”
the paranormal experience.
Upon arrival, the other editors quickly
sensed a supernatural presence there, but as
they were all college kids with no self-preservation instincts, they all entered the office.
All computer screens whirred to life, flashing an electric blue as Adobe InDesign booted
on each desktop. One by one, the programs
crashed to the sounds of Sonic collecting
rings.
Each desktop showed a warning that the
Adobe subscription expired early before the
computers flashed the words, “Mac OS is not
installed on this computer,” despite the desktops being Apple products.
The editors frantically tried to save their
computers and documents, but laid defeated
at the feet of the Adobe “Sonic” Flash demon.
From there, their memory is hazy until awakening to Father Karras’s victory over the demon.
“It was like stepping into the sunlight,” Editor-in-Chief senior Abby Wargo said. “Everything tasted like cold pizza and newsprint ink
when we woke up.”

Department of Music goes paperless with digital concerts
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Students from ensembles across the music department have
installed Skype, Zoom, and Canvas Conferences on their laptops in
preparation of their upcoming performances.
By Redacted
Relations Editor
The Music program at Washington College joined other departments in
going paperless by moving all ensemble performances online.
The decision was made after spring classes moved online, forcing the
department to recognize that ensemble courses are graded entirely on the
final performance.
Because of the grading system, it was decided that the show must go on.
That is, through Skype.
Despite some students’ humble protests that they were not comfortable
with their teacher seeing the username they expertly crafted at the ingenious age of 13, the video-calling platform was chosen for its ability to host
some 50 callers.
Because of how massive the call is, the ensemble’s concert will be projected onto the freshly patched screen from the fall semester’s “Diva Saga,” hung
in Hotchkiss Theatre.
As all on-campus events were canceled due to the global COVID-19
pandemic, an image of that screen with the projected musicians, perform-

ing over video chat, will itself be streamed on Twitch.com for the audience.
According to ensemble conductors, they enjoy the format because when
the camera focuses on whoever is making noise, it is easier to identify which
student played during the rest for optimal humiliation.
There are some concerns about following both the conductor and their
music at once.
“I’ve transferred all my music into MuseScore so I can balance my laptop
with everything on the stand,” freshman Clara Nett said. “But when I try to
flip the page it just tosses the whole thing off.”
Other students remained confident in their abilities to perform at the
same level online as in-person.
“You’re supposed to watch the conductor,” freshman Truman Sax asked.
But like all new forms, the ensemble had to try the videocall format before judging it.
They faced some new and old challenges over their first Skype rehearsal.
While Nett’s laptop went tumbling by measure 85 of their warm-up
piece, the ensemble spent the usual 35 minutes trying to tune.
“I normally just jiggle around the tuning slide until everyone else stops,”
Sax said.
The musicians are also discovering new ways to make their music
through the digital format. While they face problems with tuning and timing, they are learning to love the quirks of their platform.
“It actually really helps with intonation,” junior Philip Sousa said. “You
can just mute whatever section is out of tune. Even if they’ve got the melody,
just crank up the tuba’s microphone and no one can tell the difference.”
Other student musicians found some beauty in the dissonance of the
platform.
For freshman Hermann Tuckwell, a French Horn player, he said that he
lacks a strong WiFi connection which makes streaming his conductor difficult. However, he enjoyed the untraditional rhythms stemming from the
lag.
“I only play syncopated rhythms so being on-beat isn’t necessarily a
goal,” Tuckwell said. “It just makes the pieces a little crunchier, you know.
The marches sound a little closer to a jig.”
The new format has sparked discussion amongst the musicians who like
taking music theory down a more philosophical route.
“We’re playing on classic instruments, but over computers. Does that
make our ensemble’s music EDM,” Sousa asked.
EDM stands for electronic dance music.
“And if it’s electronic music, is it even music or is it just particles
in the air making you groove? Crazy times we’re living in,” Sousa remarked.

